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Essence of NitroFire images were all shot hand-held 

using available light. Apart from being mirrored, 

these Xtreme crops are also all completely 

untouched Snips; including the rather stunning 

image below of 8-trunks trumpeting, the finest 

sound in motorsports from a legendary blown and 

injected fuel car. It’s the star car of some 

XtraSpecial bonus pages with our coming-soon 

Essence of NitroFire feature, and also connected to 

one of Prid’s major achievements!                                      

Other EoNF images on this page are all pipe #8!                 

As they used to say on TV, “Film at eleven…”                       

One day perhaps!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dedicated to NitroWarriors, past present and future… 
PowerPage for Prid 

God speed 

my friend…  

Original Essence of NitroFire 

at 70 % full frame  

 

 
What you see is what y’ get... 
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DragRod 

A cool launch to a 5.99 at 229 in 1982 

 

100% CalNitro  
 

That super smile on 

Prid’s face came on a wet 

day at the Pod when a 

young fan named Jason W 

delivered a fuel coupe 

shaped birthday cake. 

Did this with 20th century 

Street Machine; wish I 

could remember how to 

spell his last name! 

Here’s hoping this image 

gives a moment of light 

relief to Prid’s family, 

friends and fans.           

We’re sorry for your loss 
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Battle of the Giants 

 

 

 

Think asymmetrical, j’st like 

they did back in the day! 
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DragRod 

Legends live forever… 

 

  

Although saddened by the passing of long-time pal Dennis Priddle, my mind soon came to the rescue,                                                                            

filling with memories of happy times from the start, like comparing notes after the first night race in 1967; 

more recently with serendipity stepping in and discovering that the first pair of header flames I’d shot 

included Prid’s Monza fuel coupe with a single pipe ablaze just like 98% of the NitroFire images on this 

page! It was easy to give thanks, knowing it’d be cool to turn this proposed “spy photo” into a 

“PowerPage for Prid” with some added Xtra magic for his legions of fans! Things is, I’m still finding it hard 

to believe all the tall power flames and fiery “shooting star” tubes are mirrored images from the same #8 

pipe as the almost angelic original from my Nikon!  Better yet, they’re all totally different, make for some 

flamin’ fun and to my mind are truly AA awesome examples of in y’ face… 

 

How lucky can a guy get; don’t 

you j’st love those eyes!                         

This is just the tip of the iceberg 

folks; you ain’t seen nothin’ yet… 

We’ve header flames from the  

ages plus more mind-blowing              

Essence of NitroFire magic from 

our AAFD legend at 21st century 

Famoso and the wildest racetrack 

NitroFire ever from a couple 

Scandinavia legends racing in the 

dark at 20th century Santa Pod! 

Prid drove Rex Sluggett’s Tudor Rose to victory at 

our first green light AAFD race over our first Top 

Eliminator, NitroPioneer Tony Densham in Commuter  
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 Stay safe, mask up 

and be cool! 

 

words & photos                                  

mike collins  


